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A DECOMPOSITION OF THE JACOBIAN OF A
HUMBERT-EDGE CURVE
ROBERT AUFFARTH, GIANCARLO LUCCHINI ARTECHE, AND ANITA M. ROJAS
Abstract. A Humbert-Edge curve of type n is a non-degenerate smooth
complete intersection of n − 1 diagonal quadrics. Such a curve has an
interesting geometry since it has a natural action of the group (Z/2Z)n.
We present here a decomposition of its Jacobian variety as a product of
Prym-Tyurin varieties, and we compute the kernel of the corresponding
isogeny.
MSC codes: primary 14H40; secondary 14H37, 14K02
To Herbert Lange on his 75th birthday.
1. Introduction
An irreducible non-singular curve Xn ⊆ P
n over an algebraically closed field
of characteristic different from 2 is a Humbert-Edge curve of type n if it is non-
degenerate (i.e. not contained in a hyperplane) and is the complete intersection
of n − 1 diagonal quadrics. Multiplication by −1 on the ith coordinate of Pn
restricts to an automorphism σi of Xn, and the group generated by these
involutions is a subgroup En of Aut(Xn) isomorphic to (Z/2Z)
n.
Humbert-Edge curves of type 4 were first studied by Humbert [Hum94]
and later generalized to arbitrary type by Edge in [Edg77]. They were then
studied more in depth in [CGHR08] from a complex-analytic point of view
and in [FZ18] from an algebraic point of view. In particular in this last article
a coarse decomposition of the Jacobian variety of a Humbert-Edge curve was
given. The purpose of this paper is to give a more refined decomposition of the
Jacobian variety of a Humbert-Edge curve by using the automorphism group
En. Our results imply the following (see Theorems 2 and 4 for the specific
statements):
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Theorem 1. The Jacobian of a Humbert-Edge curve of type n splits isoge-
nously as the product of lower-dimensional abelian subvarieties where the di-
mension of the largest factor grows logarithmically with respect to the genus
of the curve. Moreover, each of these factors is a Prym-Tyurin variety of
exponent 2n−3 for the curve.
We recall that a Prym-Tyurin variety of exponent e for a curve X is a prin-
cipally polarized abelian variety (A,Θ) such that there exists an embedding
i : A →֒ JX that satisfies i∗ΘX ≡ eΘ, where ΘX is the theta divisor of JX
and ≡ stands for numerical equivalence.
In a sense, our result means that the Jacobian of a Humbert-Edge curve has
a fine decomposition. Isogeny decompositions of Jacobians of curves have been
a subject of interest ever since Ekedahl and Serre [ES93] found examples of
curves of many genera, the largest being 1297, whose Jacobian variety splits
isogenously as the product of elliptic curves. They asked if the genera of
completely decomposable Jacobians are bounded, and this is a question that
remains open in characteristic 0.
We obtain here that the Jacobian variety of a Humbert-Edge curve Xn is
decomposed as a product of subvarieties which are Prym-Tyurin varieties for
Xn, and are actually isogenous to Jacobian varieties. We were previously un-
aware of any examples that showed this type of behavior.
We remark that we were inspired to work on the Jacobian decomposition
of Humbert-Edge curves by a talk given by Alexis Zamora at the Workshop
Geometry at the Frontier III, which took place in Puco´n, Chile, November 12-
16, 2018. We would like to thank the organizers for a wonderful conference.
2. Main theorem
By [FZ18, Lemma 3.2], a Humbert-Edge curve Xn is of genus 2
n−2(n−3)+1
and the quotient of Xn by each σi is a Humbert-Edge curve of type n− 1. In
particular, if we denote by Sn the set {σ0, . . . , σn} ⊂ Aut(Xn), then for each
subset T ⊂ Sn we can consider the curve XT := Xn/〈T 〉. It is a Humbert-
Edge curve of type n − |T | whose corresponding subgroup of automorphisms
ET ≤ Aut(XT ) is naturally isomorphic to En/〈T 〉 and generated by the images
of the σi ∈ Sn r T , as can easily be proved by induction.
By [FZ18, Proposition 3.5], the Jacobian of Xn has the following decompo-
sition:
(1) JXn ∼ A⊕ JX
−
n ,
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where A =
∑n
i=0 π
∗
i J(X/σi) (here πi : Xn → Xn/σi is the natural projection)
and JX−n is the neutral connected component of
{x ∈ JXn : σi(x) = −x for all i}.
Note that in [FZ18] the connectedness of this set is assumed, yet not proved.
Our goal is to push this decomposition further by using the previous remark
on the quotients XT for T ⊂ Sn. Our main result states the following:
Theorem 2. Let Xn be a Humbert-Edge curve of type n. Then we have the
following decomposition of JXn:
JXn ∼
⊕
T⊂Sn
|SnrT |>3
π∗TJX
−
T ,
where πT : Xn → XT is the natural projection. Moreover, if |Sn r T | is
odd, then JX−T is trivial; and if |Sn r T | = 2m + 2, then dim JX
−
T = m.
In particular, for 1 ≤ m ≤ ⌊n−1
2
⌋, there are exactly
(
n+1
2m+2
)
summands of
dimension m.
We observe that in particular, we can always find
(
n+1
4
)
elliptic curves in
the decomposition and the largest factor above is of dimension ⌊n−1
2
⌋. What
is nice about this is that, while the genus of Xn grows exponentially in n, the
dimension of the largest factor in its Jacobian decomposition grows linearly
and is therefore relatively small.
3. Proof of the main theorem
Note that the last statement of Theorem 2 follows immediately from com-
binatorial considerations. Let us start then by analyzing the dimension of
JX−n .
Lemma 3. Let Xn and JX
−
n as above. If n is even, then JX
−
n is trivial. If n
is odd, the dimension of JX−n is
n−1
2
.
Proof. Since we have the action of En ∼= (Z/2Z)
n on Xn, we know [LR04] that
JXn decomposes, in general, as
JXn ∼
⊕
ρ∈IrrQ(En)
Bρ,
where IrrQ(En) is the set of rational irreducible representations of En, up to
equivalence. Moreover, each subvariety Bρ corresponds to the image of the
central idempotent eρ defined by ρ in the group algebra Q[En].
In our case, we know from [FZ18, Thm. 3.4] and the Riemann-Hurwitz
formula that the action of En on Xn is of signature (0; 2
n+1). That is, the total
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quotient Xn/En is of genus 0, and there are n + 1 orbits of fixed points, each
with a stabilizer of order 2. In fact, the stabilizers are the 〈σi〉 for i = 0, . . . , n.
Furthermore, the subvariety JX−n corresponds to the representation ρ of En
given by ρ(σi) = −1 for i = 0, . . . , n. Notice that since
∏
i σi = 1, ρ is defined
only in the case of an odd n. It follows immediately that for an even n, the
dimension of JX−n is 0 (see also [FZ18, Remark 3.6]).
To find the dimension of JX−n for odd n, we apply the formula in [Roj07,
Thm. 5.12] (see also [Ksi01]). Following the notations therein, we have kρ = 1,
dim ρ = 1, γ = 0, t = n + 1, and dimFixGk ρ = 0 since Gk = 〈σk〉. This gives
immediately dimBρ =
n−1
2
. ⌣¨
We are ready now to prove Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 2. The statement on the dimension of JX−n is Lemma 3.
The proof of the decomposition follows easily by induction: For n = 3, we
have that Xn is an elliptic curve and hence the decomposition (1) gives us
JX3 = JX
−
3 since a Humbert-Edge curve of type 2 is simply a quadric in P
2,
hence of genus 0. This gives the result in this case.
Assume now that the result holds for n− 1 and let us prove it for n. Using
once again the decomposition (1) for Xn we get
JXn ∼ JX
−
n ⊕
n∑
i=0
π∗i J(X/σi).
Now, using the induction hypothesis for n−1 and the fact that the projection
πT : Xn → XT factors naturally through X/σi if σi ∈ T , we get
JXn ∼ JX
−
n ⊕
n∑
i=0
⊕
σi∈T⊂Sn
|SnrT |>3
π∗TJX
−
T .
Note that π∗TJX
−
T appears in the sum for every non-empty T with |SnrT | > 3.
Considering then, for i 6= j and T ⊃ {σi, σj}, the commutative diagrams
Xnpii
zz✈✈✈
pij
$$■■
■
piT

X/σi
$$❍❍
❍
X/σj
zz✉✉✉
XT
JXn
X/σi
pi∗i 99sss
X/σj
pi∗jee❑❑❑
JXT
ee❑❑❑ 99sss
pi∗
T
OO
we see that the sum from i = 0 to n is simply making up |T | copies of each
π∗TJXT , which we may clearly erase then in order to get
JXn ∼ JX
−
n ⊕
⊕
∅6=T⊂Sn
|SnrT |>3
π∗TJX
−
T ,
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which is the desired decomposition since JX−n = JX
−
T for T = ∅. ⌣¨
4. Geometric description of the decomposition of JXn
In this section, we describe the kernel of the decomposition displayed in
Theorem 2 and the induced polarization on each factor. We prove that each
factor in this decomposition for JXn is a Prym-Tyurin variety of exponent
2n−3 with respect to Xn. This description of the induced polarization on each
factor allows us to compute the kernel of the isogeny, as we show in Lemma
12. The main results in this section are collected in the following theorem:
Theorem 4. Let Xn be a Humbert-Edge curve of type n and genus gn decom-
posed as
ϕ :
⊕
T⊂Sn
|SnrT |>3
π∗TJX
−
T → JXn
Then
(1) Each factor is a Prym-Tyurin variety of exponent 2n−3 with respect to
Xn.
(2) The kernel of the isogeny ϕ is of order (2n−3)gn.
We prove this theorem in several steps, keeping the notations we have defined
in the previous sections. Let us start by the following remark concerning JX−n :
Lemma 5. Let Xn be a Humbert-Edge curve of type n. Let Hn ≤ En be the
subgroup generated by the double products σiσj for i, j ∈ {0, . . . , n}. Then
JX−n = π
∗
HnJ(Xn/Hn), where πHn denotes the canonical projection Xn →
Xn/Hn.
Proof. Recall [CR06, Prop. 5.2] that π∗HnJ(Xn/Hn) is the subvariety defined as
the image of the idempotent pHn =
1
|H|
∑
h∈Hn
h, which is the neutral connected
component of (JXn)
Hn . The result then follows immediately from [FZ18,
Prop. 3.5(ii)]. Here once again there is an issue with connectedness, but it
does not affect our result since we are taking the neutral connected component
on both sides of the equality. ⌣¨
Remark 6. This result may sound troubling in the case of even n since then
JX−n is trivial. However, note that in this case Hn is the whole En and thus
Xn/Hn = Xn/En. And as we saw in the proof of Lemma 3, Xn/En has genus
0, hence its Jacobian is trivial.
In the odd case, it is easy to see that Hn has index 2 in En, hence |Hn| =
2n−1.
Using Lemma 3 and the Riemann-Hurwitz formula, we immediately get the
following result:
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Corollary 7. Let Xn and Hn be as above and assume that n is odd. Then the
quotient morphism πH : Xn → Xn/Hn is e´tale.
We continue now with a Lemma on abelian e´tale covers of curves, such as
the one in the last corollary.
Lemma 8. Let f : X → Y be a Galois morphism between smooth projective
curves with Galois group G and let f ∗ : JY → JX be the corresponding
morphism on the Jacobian varieties. Let g be the dimension of Y and assume
that f is of degree p2g for some prime p. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) f is e´tale and G is isomorphic to (Z/pZ)2g.
(2) f factors through every cyclic e´tale cover Z → Y of degree p.
(3) ker f ∗ = JY [p].
Proof. From [BL, Prop. 11.4.3] and its proof, one easily sees that a non-trivial
element ξ ∈ JY [p] is in ker f ∗ if and only if f factors through a certain cyclic
e´tale cover Xξ → Y of degree p that is uniquely defined by 〈ξ〉 up to Y -
isomorphism. Moreover, cyclic subgroups of JY [p] classify all cyclic e´tale
covers of degree p in this way (see the comment right after loc. cit.). Then
(3) implies (2) and (2) implies ker f ∗ ⊃ JY [p]. However, from loc. cit. one
deduces that | ker f ∗| is smaller or equal than the degree of f , which is p2g,
hence (3).
Assume (1). Then there are precisely (p2g − 1)/(p− 1) non-trivial quotients
of G isomorphic to Z/pZ. It is easy to see that each one of these induces a
different cyclic e´tale cover of degree p (up to Y -isomorphism). Then f factors
through all of these covers and we have (2) since this is exactly the number of
cyclic subgroups of JY [p].
Finally, assume (2). As we just said, there are (p2g−1)/(p−1) different cyclic
e´tale cover of degree p and f factors through all of them. Hence, there are at
least (p2g − 1)/(p − 1) non-trivial quotients of G isomorphic to Z/pZ. Now,
the only group of order p2g having this property is (Z/pZ)2g. It is easy then
to see that f must be e´tale: Take for instance the fiber product of 2g cyclic
covers coming from a generating set of G = (Z/pZ)2g. Then X is isomorphic
to this product, which is e´tale over Y . ⌣¨
These results allow us to understand the polarization induced on JX−n .
Indeed:
Proposition 9. Let Xn be a Humbert-Edge curve of type n for odd n and let
Θ be the principal polarization of JXn. Then the polarization induced by Θ on
JX−n is of type (2
n−3, . . . , 2n−3).
Proof. Using Lemma 5, we see JX−n as π
∗
HnJ(Xn/Hn). Then, since |Hn| =
2n−1, we know by [BL, Lem. 12.3.1] that the polarization (π∗Hn)
∗Θ is 2n−1 times
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the principal polarization of J(Xn/Hn). By Lemma 8 we have ker(π
∗
Hn) =
J(Xn/Hn)[2] and hence we have the following commutative diagram
JX−n

 i // JXn
J(Xn/Hn)
pi∗Hn
OO
×2
eeee❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑
This immediately gives
2n−1ΘXn/Hn ≡ π
∗
HnΘ ≡ 2
∗i∗Θ ≡ 4i∗Θ
and since the Ne´ron-Severi group of an abelian variety is torsion-free, we have
that i∗Θ ≡ 2n−3ΘXn/Hn , and the result follows. ⌣¨
Remark 10. From this proof one easily deduces that under the hypothesis
(3) of Lemma 8, even without assumptions on the order of f or whether it
is Galois, the subvariety f ∗JY ⊂ JX is a Prym-Tyurin variety of exponent
p2g−2.
We are now ready to prove statement (1) in Theorem 4.
Proposition 11. Let n ≥ 3 be an integer, Xn Humbert-Edge curve of type n
and T ⊂ Sn with |Sn r T | > 3. Then, the induced polarization on the factor
π∗TJX
−
T is of type (2
n−3, . . . , 2n−3).
Proof. This is easily proved by induction using Proposition 9. For n = 3,
JX3 = JX
−
3 and it is an elliptic curve with polarization of type (1) = (2
3−3).
For n ≥ 4, assume the result for n−1. If T = ∅, then the result corresponds
to Proposition 9 when n is odd and JX−T is trivial when n is even, so we need
not consider this case. If T 6= ∅, consider an element σi ∈ T . Then πT factors
as
Xn
pii−→ Xn/σi
pi′
−→ XT ,
and hence π∗T factors as
JXT
pi′∗
−−→ J(Xn/σi)
pi∗i−→ JXn.
By the induction hypothesis, π′∗JX−T is a Prym-Tyurin subvariety of J(Xn/σi)
of exponent 2n−4. Recalling then that πi is of degree 2 and ramified, it follows
from [BL, Prop. 12.3.1] and [BL, Prop. 11.4.3] that the polarization on π∗TJXn
is of type (2n−3, . . . , 2n−3). ⌣¨
In order to prove statement (2) in Theorem 4, we prove the following lemma.
The result follows immediately then from statement (1).
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Lemma 12. Let (A,Θ) be a principally polarized abelian variety. Assume
that there exist abelian subvarieties A1, . . . , Ar of A such that i
∗
jΘ ≡ dθj for a
principal polarization θj on Aj, for j = 1, . . . , r. Denote by ϕ :
⊕r
j=1Ai → A
the isogeny given by the sum. Then
| kerϕ| = ddimA.
Proof. We know that ϕ∗Θ = d(θ1 ⊠ · · ·⊠ θr), hence
(ϕ∗Θ)dimA = ddimA(θ1 ⊠ · · ·⊠ θr)
dimA = ddimA(dimA)!,
where the last equality follows from Riemann-Roch for abelian varieties. On
the other hand,
(ϕ∗Θ)dimA = degϕ ·ΘdimA.
Once again by Riemann-Roch, we have ΘdimA = (dimA)! and the result fol-
lows. ⌣¨
Remark 13. Using statement (1) in Theorem 4 and [BL, Prop. 12.1.9], we
finally deduce that JX−n , as defined in [FZ18], is connected.
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